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“Flight is the engendering of a space without refuge. Let us flee. This
should mean: let us seek a place of refuge. But rather it says: let us flee
into what must be fled, let us take refuge in the flight that takes away all
refuge. Or again: there where I flee, “I” do not flee, only flight flees, an
undefined movement that steals, steals away and leaves nothing into
which one might steal away.” (Blanchot, 22)

The essay that follows is composed across theoretical musings, descriptions, articulations
of process, quotations and anecdotes. Brief allusions to the Covid-19 pandemic, which suddenly
interrupted “life” in 2020, are made as part of a new context within which these thoughts take
shape. Is this pandemic a real event, in the sense of an unimaginable future coming to be— is
this a revolutionary1 chance? Or is it something that was all too predictable? Could it actually be
both? It is hard to tell, the days keep passing, and I’m not sure what has really happened.
I have always been interested in the artist as an amateur polyglot, the non specialist
squinting her eyes at a constellation of signs, hoping the turbulent confluence opens impossibly
into an always as of yet unimaginable dimension—. This is a hope that as a viewer and a maker
I do not exactly expect to be fulfilled by art. Rather, it is a hope sustained in an art that carries
this hope’s signs into the future. That being said, what follows was written out of the corner of
my eye and tends to disappear when looked at straight on. As such, it should be read more or less
as a series of notations towards a future thinking. Hopefully carried forward, for the next attempt.

1

I don’t mean to suggest anything short of a profound ambivalence here, revolution often comes as
catastrophe.

1

Is Not Aristotle’s Metaphysics
Sitting behind another window, waiting for the air to clear, I listen to the neighbors call out to
each other from afar, “I miss you” a woman yells, laughing.

Earlier today I took a drive through Manhattan, after three days without leaving home, hoping it
might lift the brain fog that has descended. A friend had told me it was a strange experience, to
see the city so empty. I had pictured something like the dream sequence from Vanilla Sky, where
Tom Cruise drives through perfectly abandoned streets reveling in the strangeness until it
escalates to a point of a madness he is able to be present to2. Movies always make me feel like
this kind of presence is possible.

Figure 1
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https://vimeo.com/26226057 (Crowe, 2001)
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On my drive I got stuck waiting for city buses and traffic lights. Some people were walking
around, most had masks. I saw the tent hospital near the edge of central park, I guess I must have
been on the East side, but because I was not oriented by some place I was on the way to, I don’t
really know for sure where I was. I drove back towards Brooklyn. I called my mom.

Back home, I cracked the small window in my top floor bedroom and took an hour long nap. I
woke up around six p.m. no more or less present to my thoughts than I had been earlier.

As a general condition, I feel like I am always waiting for a revelation that I do not expect to
come. So, in my waiting I invent tasks for myself.

Over the past year or so, in intervals, I have combed through the pages of Aristotle—
Metaphysics, slowly covering, in mixed white gouache, all the words except for ‘is’ and ‘not’.

I begin with a ruler and a blade, cutting each page from the binding and re-assembling the pages
side by side into a long frieze, which I call a drawing. I work from two copies so that every page
of the text can face forward, side by side.
The Metaphysics is divided into fourteen books.

Alpha - The Theory of Explanation
Alpha the Less - Remarks on Philosophic Procedures
Beta - Typical Problems in General Philosophy
Gamma - Being and Knowledge
Delta - Definitions of Terms
Epsilon - First Philosophy and Irrelevant Ways of Being
3

Zeta - The Search for Primary Being
Eta - The Unity of Matter and Form
Theta - Powers and Operations
Iota - Unity and Derivative Concepts
Kappa - Repetitions and Quotations
Lamda - Divine Being
Mu - Mathematical Entities and Ideas
Nu - Numbers, Ideas, And First Principles

I am not sure I should admit it here, but I have not read Aristotle — Metaphysics. But through
hearsay, I have heard that this text is fundamental to shaping the western understanding of
ontology.

What part Aristotle played in this, I cannot say, but ‘is’ and ‘not’ have come to signify the two
possible modes of Being according to our common understanding of these matters.

I go one book at a time. Beginning with Alpha, I cut each page from two copies, laying them out
in order and taping them together from behind. Then I go, page by page, reading for ‘is’ and
‘not’. Sometimes I skim passages of the text as I go. But this is a reading away from meaning in
the conventional sense. A restless moving across language — .

I mix white acrylic gouache with yellow, a little bit of red, sometimes green or blue, checking my
paint against the off-white color of the page I am about to apply it to. Color perception is
relational, the off-white pages of the book shift under the greenness of tree in summer projected
through my window and darken under the gloom of a rainy day. If I am wearing a bright color, I
can see it reflected in the page. If the page is resting on a dark surface it appears whiter, on a
4

light surface, darker. If my eye is adjusted to daylight and then I turn on a tungsten lamp, the
color of the page shifts again. So, each mark of slightly different color, accumulated across
months of mark-making, notes a particular moment of perception. The shifting color, as a residue
of hours past, marks the untranslatable fact of lost time.

Gradually the pages are all but covered in the vibrating almost-white of this notational color,
revealing the spacing between each instance of ‘is’ and ‘not’. Loosened from the sentences that
appeared to secure their meaning, these words show their innate abstraction evoking “the eternal
torment of our language when its longing turns back toward what it always misses.” (Blanchot,
36) Being withdraws as it signs itself. 3
“But now day breaks! Then, immediately after the burst of this present in which the day dawns, we fall
back, having lost it, to the past, and we must again live the infinite of waiting.” (Blanchot, 39)

3

https://vimeo.com/405468903
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Figure 2
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“If you want to know why you cannot reach your own beautiful ideas.
If you reach instead the edge of the thinkable, which leaks.” (Carson, 99)

******
It rained today. I walked back and forth between rooms in my house to look out different
windows. The windows in the front side of the top floor, where my two rooms are, are very small
and low enough so that I must kneel to bring myself eye level with them. I often contort my
body, straining in turns for an angle that will reveal a broader view of the sky and then of the
street below. There is a rectangular pane shaped section of wall above each of these windows that
I fantasize about sawing through.

The window in the small downstairs room that remains empty is large enough for me to stand
within. The bar across the middle where the two panes meet cuts across my body just below the
chest.

In winter, when we moved into the house, the South facing windows projected long rectangles of
light cut in half by a line of shadow, drawing a shifting skewed geometry across our rooms
throughout the day.

Recently I moved a small desk into the empty room downstairs and set it directly in front of the
window. I wanted to have more light and a better view of the outside. Even with this larger
window, I lean and crane and reach for a view further afield, always finding a hard edge.

7

In her essay Grids, Rosalind Krauss addresses the window as a figure of the grid which
functions as a “matrix of ambi- or multivalence” in symbolist art.
“As a transparent vehicle, the window is that which admits light— or spirit— into the
initial darkness of the room. But if glass transmits, it also reflects. And so the window is
experienced by the symbolist as a mirror as well—something that freezes and locks the
self into the space of its own reduplicated being.” (Krauss, 59)

If the symbolist interest in the grid as window reaches back towards romanticism while opening
into modernism (Krauss, 58), as Krauss also suggests, it does so in part as a vehicle ushering the
Kantian sublime, which ideologically undergirds both periods, across art historical moments.

The Kantian sublime is an aesthetic encounter with something that appears as an absolute
magnitude or might. This presents the aporetic thought of the totality of what is boundless to the
imagination and understanding, which fail “us”.

“We” take an aesthetic pleasure in the violence this ‘impossible’ commits to our imagination and
understanding because it appeals directly to, and thus articulates the edges of, the power of
reason. Reason operates within the indeterminate itself. It is what allows us to postulate, as idea,
what cannot be known. The sublime, is the experience of reason as the limit of the sensible.
“For although we found our own limitation when we considered the immensity of
nature and the inadequacy of our ability to adopt a standard proportionate to
estimating aesthetically the magnitude of nature’s domain, yet we also found, in our

8

power of reason, a different and non-sensible standard that has this infinity itself
under it as a unit.” (Kant, 120)

Reason as a power that operates at the limit of the knowable almost seems to open onto a radical
alterity as the ontological condition of the human in Kant. But instead he appropriates this
alterity as the rational ground for his transcendental subject4, domesticating infinity and instead
of writing reason as a doorway to the totally other inscribes it as an endless logic of the same. I
see the grid as the exemplary figure of this appropriating inscription. Yet, as such, it is a figure
that maintains an ambivalence capable of leaving other traces5.

“I peer and see myself an angel! I die, I long
—Let the window be art, be mystic state—
To be reborn, wearing my dream as a crown,
In the previous heaven where Beauty flowered great!
…
Is this a way, oh Self who knows gall stings,
To burst the crystal stupidity vilifies,
And take flight, on my two unfeathered wings
—At the risk of falling through eternal skies? (Mallarmé, 11)

Another day has come and gone since I started writing this section. Earlier I watched blue skies
give way to wind and grey. As the afternoon dimmed and I turned on my lamp and watched my
reflection slowly materialize in my window’s creeping opacity.

4

In Kant and more generally in western metaphysics, all that is sensible within the individual subject’s
field of representation is made possible and guaranteed in advance by a supersensible, universalizing
transcendental plane of existence.
5

From Heidegger’s The Origin of The Work of Art“…reason which, having meanwhile become ratio, was
misinterpreted as being rational. The hankering after the irrational, as abortive offspring of the unthought
rational, therewith perform(s) a curious service.” (Heidegger 2001, 25)

9

Figure 3
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In My Secret Life6
Throughout the streets of New York City are a series of surveillance cameras installed by
the department of transportation. These cameras are public access, anyone can log onto the DOT
website (https://webcams.nyctmc.org/) and click on a link within a map of the five boroughs and
watch. If you do so you will find a not quite aerial view which captures, at low resolution, the
street angled from above. Many of the cameras are positioned with a cross walk in view and you
can watch other people crossing back and forth in a glitchy stop motion stream of images.
For some months I was walking to one such crosswalk, using the browser in my phone to
open the public access stream and recording my screen as I walk across the intersection. I would
always walk the same direction, entering the frame on the left and exiting on the right. Going
frame by frame, I zoom into the original screen capture video and center my figure within the
frame and take a screen shot. These screenshots are then sequenced on a video timeline as a stop
motion animation. In the animation the figure is pixelated and flattened out moving jerkily across
from one side of the screen to the other— reminiscent of the figures in early video games, just a
few pixels of the grid assembled into the representation of a being. The figure appears here,
schematized in the gaze of surveillance, coming from and returning to the unrepresented beyond
the frame. As if it was in the act of being surveilled that the figure was figured in the first place7.

6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW7oNpzBSGc (Cohen, 2002)

7

https://vimeo.com/405424116
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Figure 4
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Lately I watch the cross walk on my phone from various locations around my house. I
have recorded it eerily empty during multiple times of day and night and all different weather.
On nice days, I watch a few pedestrians strolling, spaced out across the frame. Often they walk
or jog down the middle of the street. “You sit watching yourself from a chair, the spectacle of
days8.”
My secret life always belonged to the Other. In Lacan, the Other (the big Other) refers to
the symbolic order, the unassimilable externality of language, law and meaning; the system of
values. In Book XI of Lacan’s seminars, the gaze is addressed as the objet petit a of the scopic
drive. The objet petit a refers to the unattainable object of desire in the Lacanian algebra.
Sometimes called the object cause of desire, it is that which is ever elided in representation. It is
unrepresentable, and thus can be thought of as something in excess of the symbolic order, a
remainder of the real which registers within the symbolic as lack, as the constitutive force of
desire. In the scopic drive, the subject is initiated into their “own” seeing by the gaze of the Other
or as Lacan puts it, “from the moment this gaze appears, the subject tried to adapt himself to
it” (Lacan, 83). Because one’s eye is brought to what/how it sees by attempting to appropriate the
gaze of the Other that sees one from outside of oneself, one’s “own” vision as something
internally proper to one’s “self”, is an illusion invented by the Other’s gaze. In other words, there
is no seeing subject prior to the gaze of the Other. So it is the gaze of the Other that initiates the
gaze as objet petit a. The gaze of the Other as objet petit a is that which the subject can never
master as their own and in attempting to do so, makes the constitutive misrecognition of self,

8

A friend recently wrote her mailing list asking if people would send videos that could be interpreted as a
“new news” to “replace” mainstream coverage of the pandemic— I sent her my crosswalk video which
she introduced with these words.
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becoming “that punctiform object, that point of vanishing being with which the subject confuses
his own failure.” (Lacan, 83) The Other’s gaze is omitted by and in the misrecognition in which
the subject identifies their field of vision as their own. By omitting the Other’s constitutive gaze
from one’s identification with one’s self through one’s sense of sight, one vanishes one’s self in
that omission of what was the constitutive moment of self, the Other. Unable to recognize the
Other within, the subject, in their misrecognition, identifies themself as impotent, re-initiating the
phantasy of capturing, as their ownmost, the gaze as object petit a. The subject, in their
unfulfilled phantasy of omnipotent self possession, is that which is “suspended in an essential
vacillation” (Lacan, 83) between that phantasy and the Other’s constitutive function.
The way in which this split or méconnaissance in the subject is apprehended in
psychoanalysis is through the symptom. In Lacan’s discussion of the scopic drive, he calls linear
perspective one such symptom. He calls attention to the fact that linear perspective, which he
calls “geometral or flat” was invented in the same historical period in which “the Cartesian
meditation inaugurated in all its purity the function of the subject.” (Lacan, 85) Descartes’
subject, whose self affirmation of “I think therefore I am” is constituted in doubting the existence
of everything but “his” own existence, claims for himself his entire field of perception. Lacan
calls this the annihilating subject. By leaving no room for the Other in the constitutive moment
of the I, Descartes’ subject assures himself he is not deceived at the point of his own
consciousness. Of course, for Lacan, this is the very moment of méconnaissance as self
deception. It’s funny to imagine Descartes’ whole philosophy and then in turn, western
rationalism, the ego and the subject as symptomatic fictions invented by castration anxiety. That
being said, I would like to follow Lacan in imagining linear perspective as a kind of Cartesian
!14

way of seeing, with all that that implies, and in doing so, weave together these thoughts about the
gaze with those about the grid.
Albrecht Dürer’s lucinda was a major development within the invention of linear
perspective. Its use is depicted famously in Dürer’s own etching Draughtsman Making a

Figure 5
Perspective Drawing of a Reclining Woman, ca 1600. As seen in the etching, the lucinda is a
gridded screen of sorts which is placed between the draughtsman and the world which he will
represent9. The draughtsman then uses a device to stabilize the point of his eye and following
each line as it connects with a line of the grid, inscribes this schematized world whose geometry
stabilizes his own eye as the omnipotent center of “supposedly objective laws of
representation” (Steyerl, 4/11), thereby asserting his own field of vision as the “natural”
perspective. For Lacan this desire to stabilize and control the visual field is symptomatic of one’s
anxiety of impotence in the face of one’s pursuit of the gaze of the Other as the objet petit a.

9

It would be remiss to not point out that the figure the draughtsman will set about representing as an
object within “his” field of vision is, notably, a naked woman.
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What gets inscribed as natural on the flat plane of the image by way of the grid is that phantasy
of power which inaugurated the subject as a subject to begin with. Given the grid’s centrality in
structuring this idea of seeing and in turn, of selfhood, might one think of the grid itself as an
idealist symptom of castration anxiety, i.e. loss of power, fear of death?
In In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective Hito Steyerl traces a
genealogy of the horizon line from one which is stabilized in the technology of linear perspective
to a contemporary condition of “free fall” in which no stable horizon line exists to ground us at
all. Or so it seems. She links the invention of linear perspective to colonial pursuits, in that it
made navigation calculable and conditioned the possibility of sea travel. In a statement that can
be read as both a literal account of the idealized horizon line as navigation technology and a
metaphor for the subject’s annihilating phantasy of capturing the gaze of the Other as his
ownmost Steyerl writes, “Beyond the horizon, there was only muteness and silence. Within it,
things could be made visible”(Steyerl, 2/11). In pointing out the double register of this
discussion, I mean to show that the idealism of the stable horizon line, a feature of the grid,
produces both real, material technology and an immaterial metaphysics. It is an idea that both
facilitates the creation of tools and undergirds the phantasy position of mastery which engenders
the phony authority to use those tools.10

10

In Monolingualism of the Other, Derrida discusses the phantasy of mastery from the field of language
when he writes, “For contrary to what one is often most tempted to believe, the master is nothing. And he
does not have exclusive possession of anything. Because the master does not possess exclusively, and
naturally, what he calls his language, because, whatever he wants or does, he cannot maintain any
relations of property or identity that are natural, national, congenital, or ontological, with it, because he
can give substance to and articulate this appropriation only in the course of an unnatural process of
politico-phantasmatic constructions, because language is not his natural possession, he can, thanks to that
very fact, pretend historically, through the rape of a cultural usurpation, which means always essentially
colonial, to appropriate it in order to impose it as “his own.” (Derrida, 23)
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A bit further in her essay Steyerl contends that now “we seem to be in a state of transition
toward one or several other visual paradigms” (Steyerl, 5/11). Linear perspective’s “universal
claim for representation” she seems to say was too inflexible and obviously idealogical for a
modernizing world and as such “carries the seeds of its own downfall (Steyerl, 5/11). Linear
perspective gets deconstructed in the field of painting starting in the 19th century, Steyerl cites
J.M.W. Turner’s The Slave ship and its barely distinguishable, troubled horizon line, in the
painting “the idea of a calculable and predicable future shows a murderous side… space
dissolves into mayhem on the unstable and treacherous surface of an unpredictable
sea.” (Steyerl, 6/11) This deconstruction was accelerated in the twentieth century in cinematic
montage, cubism, collage, abstraction and aviation whose invention creates literal “opportunities
for falling, nose-diving, and crashing”(Steyerl, 7/11) not to mention the invention of space travel
which introduces views of earth from outer space. Within these breakdowns in the linearity of
both space and time everything might seem to float groundless in a state of liberating free fall.
But free fall is also a kind of terror and, as a radicalization of the grid, the inventions that solidify
the fall of linear perspective and its horizon line schematize the world all the same, this time
from a shifty above-ness whose idealogical nature cloaks itself in the aesthetic of free fall by
“not actually portray(ing) a stable ground” which maintains this ground by creating the
“supposition that it exists in the first place.11” (Steyerl, 8/11) Thinking specifically of the
surveillance state, and its floating everywhere assembling gaze which inscribes one into
exponentially proliferating grids as algorithm and pixel, I wonder if it couldn’t be thought of as
some kind of extreme acceleration of that annihilating subject’s phantasy of mastering the Other

11

In the internalized logic of the self’s omnipotent phantasy.
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moving ever closer to the fulfillment of its self annihilating promise in a continued attempt to
totalize infinity.

Figure 6
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A Kind of Idealist Trap
Sometime last year, I began thinking about a site specific chess game, to be played with a
set of cement pieces scaled according to the dimensions of the tile work that makes up the
checkered floor of the lobby of a residential building in Brooklyn, NY.
A friend and her partner rent an apartment in the building that houses this lobby and since
late 2018, my friend and I have invited others to commit a series of interventions within the
space. We have rules about this. Participants must integrate their interventions within the term of
the lobby. The lobby is a place on the way home or on the way to the street, where people come
and go, meet or don’t meet. As is the case in most lobbies, things are leaned, left and passed by.
The lobby is a threshold.
Something about the gridded tile work’s dizzying repetition lends the lobby an intense
surreality. This founds the potential for a kind of double ontology of the space: it is the actual
lobby of an active residential building in Brooklyn, New York but it can also, through deliberate
and often playful interventions, become what I will call a theatre of the grid. During these
interventions, the grid pushes the actuality of the lobby as an in-between to act as strange
metonymy for other more haunting kinds of liminality. If gridding can be thought of as
idealism’s appropriation of radical alterity or the totally other, then the grid subsumes what is
totally other into its holding pattern. This appropriation occurs wherever one feels the experience
of being at the threshold of that other.12

12

As discussed previously through Kant’s sublime, one might see the grid as a figure of the universalizing
appropriation of the totally other for the selfsame (See Kantian reason). As I will further discuss in the
section that follows this one, I see this universalizing gesture as a kind of trap, a pattern that confines,
holds by re-inscribing a repetition of the same right at the edge of the totally other’s (“impossible”)
arrival.
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The chess game meant for the lobby is played across the entirety of the gridded floor,
which extends well beyond the typical 8x8 square board. As an expanded game it feels, though
technically still playable, potentially interminable. To me, this seemed to open the theatrical
register of the lobby as a particular evocation of that haunted liminal “holding pattern” figured
by the grid. Most interested in pushing further towards this evocation itself, I began making a
series of images of this “game” which morphed into a body of work that is both related to and
independent from the original chess game intended for the lobby.

*
In the same essay cited previously in this writing, Rosalind Krauss discusses a centrifugal
reading of the grid in which, “logically speaking, the grid extends, in all directions to infinity.”
“By virtue of the grid,” she writes “the given work of art is presented as a mere fragment, a tiny
piece arbitrarily cropped from an infinitely larger fabric.” (Krauss, 60) I can’t help but feel this
centrifugal sense of the grid when standing in the space of the lobby. Each of the black and white
squares that compose the checkerboard floor of the long corridor are constructed by a smaller
grid of tiles implying that the infinite aspect of the grid’s logic not only draws itself across the
space as a limitless extension but also as a limitless divisibility which, as a thought, imbues each
instance of the grid with a meta infinity—. The pattern, seemingly borrowed from greco roman
architecture, that borders either side of the corridor longways emphasizes the extension across
and within as a kind of gridded spiral both carried along the space and wound into itself at each
segment as a spacial illusion of black bordered by white becoming white bordered by black and
so on. The walls, almost hospital green, with their anachronistic, empty picture moldings and
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medallion and gold flourishes, the fireplace, now always flameless, which opens directly onto the
floor, creating the sense of an endless hearth and the staircases leading out of the space, which
from the vantage point within the space seem to lead nowhere, only serve to bolster the
centrifugal reading of the gridded floor by framing it within these uncanny elements.
An infinite grid is a contradiction in terms between the immeasurable infinite and the
finitizing measuring gesture that is the grid. It is an aporetic thought that expresses an anxiety of
never finding one’s way out of a grid’s coordinating, regulating system. This anxiety finds an
illustrative expression in the fantastical surrealism of Lewis Carroll. In Through the Looking
Glass, and what Alice Found There, Carroll’s famous Alice finds herself running with the Red
Queen across a gridded chess world. As they run, the Queen “crying ‘Faster! Faster!’” a
breathless Alice realizes that her surroundings remain stationary around her, though she has run
to the point of exhaustion she remains in the same place.
“And they went so fast that at last they seemed to skim the air, hardly touching
the ground with their feet, till suddenly, just as Alice was getting quite exhausted, they
stopped, and she found herself sitting on the ground breathless and giddy.
The Queen propped her up against a tree, and said kindly, ‘You may rest a little
now.’ Alice looked round her in great surprise. ‘Why, I do believe we’ve been under this
tree the whole time! Everything’s just as it was!’ ‘Of course it is,’ said the Queen, ‘what
would you have it?’ ‘Well, in our country,’ said Alice, still panting a little, ‘you’d
generally get somewhere else—if you ran very fast for a long time, as we’ve been doing.’
‘A slow sort of country!’ said the Queen. ‘Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you
can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at
least twice as fast as that!” (Carroll, 16)

This other “country” that is not Alice’s moves as fast as one can run which suggests a
speed totally relative to the figure moving through it. In the space of an infinite grid, every
vantage point within it is the same because the logic of the grid keeps up with you. The
measuring coordinates of the grid inscribe infinity as an idea which organizes and constitutes the
radical alterity of infinity as an infinitely repeatable logic. Despite variable coordinates, to know
!21

one section of the grid is to know it all. Logically speaking, one is caught in a seemingly always
already. A kind of idealist trap whose only opening is the impossible speed of “twice as fast” as
all the running you can do.
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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*
“Order is simply a thin, perilous condition we try to impose on the basic
reality of chaos…” (Gaddis, 20)

Using both 8x10 and 4x5 large format cameras, I made images in the lobby of bodies
carrying, exchanging, reaching for and moving among the “chess” pieces. The literalness of a
chess game drifted to the background as other concerns came into focus.
The apparatus of the camera in general is almost inextricable from the ideologies of
perspective discussed via Lacan and Hito Steyerl previously in this essay. Notably, the view
finder of most cameras is even etched or printed with a grid much like Dürer’s lucinda. Given
that the lens of a camera is often equated with the eye, and given the way the eye conveys
subjectivity, we can think of the camera as an instance or even a magnification of that
annihilating subject who, as discussed in Lacan, represents the world and all its possible “others”
as his very own domain. The camera is positioned as a transcendental gaze which represents
without being represented. As such the camera’s ordering and orienting frame often goes
unquestioned as a “neutral” ground, much like the grid which we have been discussing. So,
working with photographs to express certain ambivalences and anxieties of the grid became, for
me, a question of pushing the camera, as something complicit with the culture of gridding, to
produce vertiginous, obscuring and sometimes haunting interactions between itself and its
subject.
Traditionally, cameras are basically a light tight black box13 with a frontal lens element
and a back plane onto which an image is projected via light let in through the aperture of the lens
13

I think one could begin to draw a comparison to the “black box” of the theatre.
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and recorded by either a digital sensor or film with light sensitive emulsion. While today’s more
ubiquitous cameras come in forms that don’t immediately reveal this essential structure, the
analog large format cameras I used to make most of these photographs are paired down to the
basics. Lacking even a separate viewfinder apparatus, these cameras have instead what is called a
ground-glass as their back element. The light let in through the aperture projects an image
directly onto this ground-glass, which, like many viewfinders, is often gridded. The scene is
framed, the aperture is closed and then a slim light-tight film holder is inserted directly in front
of the back element which pulls back to open a space for the film holder and then is snapped into
place around it creating a light-tight seal. To expose the image, a plastic or metal sheet, slotted
into the frame of the film holder, is pulled out like a sliding door, then the aperture is opened and
for the duration of the exposure light beams into the darkness of the black box, imprinting the
blankness of the film with the form that will later be revealed through development and
permanently fixed into place as a negative. The moments before the exposure is made, the naked
film and the dark room it occupies are pregnant with potentiality.
In the chapter of Andre Lepecki's book Singularities: Dance in the Age of Performance,
entitled In the dark, he advocates for darkness in lieu of light as “another name for full
potentiality and therefore, freedom.”(Lepecki, 55-56) Light, he writes belongs to the “merely
possible” in the sense that light, as a foundational metaphor in Western metaphysics,14 represents
that universalizing feature of the transcendental (figured also in the grid) that assures, in advance
of every particular, a common ground of understanding and truth. In other words, the field of
possibilities conditioned by this universal is pre-figured and bound by the universalizing terms
14

See Lepeki “Everyday language express this metaphysical-perceptual link: we need to “clarify” issues;
we need to “enlighten” readers; we need to “bring truth to light.”” (Lepeki, 57)
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which can only understand the other as the selfsame. Light’s limiting of alterity to the “merely
possible” is advanced in Jonathan Crary’s writing, whose book 24/7: Late Capitalism and the
Ends of Sleep, is cited by Lepecki as diagnosing “our current condition of global capitalism as a
state of ‘permanent illumination’” (Lepecki, 57) Much like the aforementioned “infinite grid”,
Crary writes that a state of permanent illumination is an “eradication of shadows and obscurity
and of alternate temporalities. It is a world identical to itself… (whose) homogeneity… is an
effect of the fraudulent brightness that presumes to extend everywhere and to preempt any
mystery or unknowability.” (quoted in Lepecki, 58)
I became interested in the cracks that disrupt the gridded floor’s quantifying, regulating
register and the spills of window light which, in order to properly photographically expose,
render large areas of the frame in murky shadow. I started to think about the constantly
oscillating rhythm between movement and stillness that the bodies, both breaking the grid and
being contained by it, enact as they move within the architectural space of the game. I wanted to
express a kind of anxiety of a subjective ontology made with the strictures of rationalism; an
anxiety of the grid which registers an ambivalence that potentially initiates what Heidegger calls
“the hankering after the irrational, as abortive offspring of the unthought rational.” (Heidegger
2001, 25) I wanted to somehow contextualize this anxiety within the pregnant darkness of those
moments within the photographic process before the blank film is exposed to light, when the
black box of the camera waits in the dark before “seeing”.
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Figure 9
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Working with large format cameras is slow and I had to give up any illusion of capturing
natural movement and instead accept the photograph for what it always is, a carefully
constructed fiction. In this fiction, the room, the gridded floor and the bodies moving across it
are projected onto the grid of the ground-glass as a projecting of the camera’s perspective back
onto the room and the bodies within it. The camera is unwieldy and heavy atop the tripod, like
the head of an exhausted body. As it slowly pans its gaze, it sometimes tilts and careens off at
extreme angles, trying to see something new in the grid, trying to see past the edge of its own
geometry’s framing, trying to see past the fiction it continually re-inscribes. What kind of game
is being played? Are the figures disassembling or assembling something? Marking something?
The camera roams the grid as an unrepresented body, occasionally more explicitly revealed by a
stray tripod leg or in another’s gaze gazing back. This relay of gestures and gazes is a
choreography that happens both actually, in the image making process, and pictorially within the
images produced—inevitably codifying into a subject/object binary15 as a kind of trap. In light of
this inevitable codification, I sometimes see both the camera and the bodies it captures as
gleaners16, working to find the forgotten margins of a system they’ve been caught in.
15

As implied previously in this essay, within the culture of gridding, others are interpreted as objects
within one’s “own” field of representation. Andre Lepecki writes of choreography, traditionally rendered
through grids, as “the efficient moving of subjects qua objects among pre-given points…”
16

Historically, “gleaning is the act of collecting leftover crops from farmers' fields after they have been
commercially harvested or on fields where it is not economically profitable to harvest.” - Wikipedia
Watching figures move, stooping to pick up pieces from the lobby floor, associatively recalled JeanFrançois Millet’s painting, The Gleaners, which I had come to know by way of Agnes Varda’s
documentary, The Gleaners and I. Inspired by Millet’s painting, Varda’s film, which is couched in the
documentation of contemporary gleaners who collect in the countryside and urban centers, from fields
and marketplaces, becomes a reverie on filmmaking as an act of gleaning. The need of many of those her
film captures is very real, and rather than trivializing this need, the film’s metaphorical bridge from
gleaning to art making affirms the potential of art to be part of a necessary deconstruction of otherwise
totalizing economies, both material and metaphysical.
From Agnes Varda’s 2000 documentary, The Gleaners and I, https://vimeo.com/411551204 (Varda, 2000)
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Figure 10
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Figure 11

In the darkroom, I printed many of the negatives as contact prints by placing each
negative directly onto light sensitive paper and exposing the whole sheet. When developed, the
uncovered area of paper that surrounds the negative becomes dark and formless. The edge of the
negative is articulated within this darkness by a thin line which looks almost drawn and subtly
emphasizes the frame of the image, lending the form of the printed negative a flickering
dimensionality; it reads like a thin floating sheet. The darkness surrounding the image opens as
an unfathomable space, a space as itself which is “a multiplicity detached from any exterior
coordinates that make it striated, oriented, and subordinate to pre-given perceptual-symbolic
grids.” (Lepecki, 62) This formal effect becomes allegorical. The totalitarian vision of the grid
founds itself on the forgotten appropriation of an originary darkness. One might call this
darkness freedom, infinity, radical alterity or the totally other— among other names. Though the
game of chess that initiated all this thinking is backgrounded, the threat of checkmate still haunts
these scenes figuratively, contextualizing each gesture and gaze as part of an interminable
maneuvering within a gridding drawn over darkness.
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Figure 12
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Figure 13
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Figure 14
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Figure 15
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“This unity of the being of language for which we are looking we shall call the design…
the “sign” in design is related to secare, to cut as in saw, sector, segment. To design is to
cut a trace. Most of us know the word “sign”only in its debased meaning —lines on a
surface. But we make a design also when we cut a furrow into the soil to open it to seed
and growth.” (Heidegger 1982, 121)

Is Not Aristotle’s Metaphysics: Score
In February I began reaching out to musicians about playing a piece of music, generated using
my “Is Not” drawing as a score.

In order to map, as measures of music, the instance and placement of each ‘is’ and ‘not’ from the
pages, I made a grid to the scale of the blocks of text in my copies of the book and printed it on
transparency film. The grid has thirty-seven rows, the maximum number of lines printed on any
page, and sixteen columns. Using my iPhone, I photograph the grid overlaid onto each page of
the drawing. Each page of the drawing becomes one measure of music. The columns correspond
to rhythm, sixteen columns translate as sixteenths in a measure of music and the rows correspond
to notes, the top row, the highest note played and bottom row, the lowest. From the images I go
page by page plotting the words ‘is’ and ‘not’ into a GarageBand piano scroll as notes. Once the
notes are plotted, I export the scroll as sheet music.

The result is more or less a translation of a spacing17 into rhythm and tone.

17

See: Maurice Blanchot, The Infinite Conversation, “…what is between the two opposites [Being and
Nothingness]? A nothingness more essential than Nothingness itself—the void of an interval that
continually hollows itself out and in hollowing itself out becomes distended: the nothing as work and
movement. (Blanchot, 7)
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As a translation of spacing, the constellations of ‘is’ and ‘not’, binary modes of Being, are
opened into a cacophonous grammar.

This sheet music looks as if it is constructed totally randomly. Musicians who I reached out to
responded at first that it was illegible. In order for it to be attempted I had to separate it into two
parts, “Is” and “Not”. These two parts are to be either played simultaneously by two musicians or
recorded one after the other and then layered as a single track in post. A fragment of each part is
printed in the last pages of this essay.

By early March, after many emails and phone calls, I managed to schedule a two hour window to
record a musician performing the piece as a sight reading on his “slightly out of tune baby grand
piano” housed in his Brooklyn, NY apartment.

That week and the one prior were anxious ones. I had a close friend who was quarantined
because of a potential exposure to the virus. I was rushing at the studio, trying to finish months
of work in a week or two. There were suddenly lines outside of the Trader Joes on Spring Street.
My sister called me while I was on a shoot for work at Dia:Beacon to tell me she had just been
fired from her job at a luxury restaurant. Everyone was preparing, vaguely responding to a threat
nobody could quantify. The morning I was supposed to meet the musician to make the recording
he texted me telling me he had a sore throat and that he really felt fine, but he wanted to let me
know just in case I wanted to cancel. I didn’t want to risk any possibility of being stuck
quarantined for fourteen days so I cancelled.
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I reached out instead to a few musicians on the website AirGigs. A musician named Marco who
is based in Italy responded to my requested and said that, though the music is indeed difficult, he
could attempt it. As we went back and forth through the site’s message system communicating
some details, I vaguely wondered whether I should make some reference to the lockdown Italy
was then already experiencing.

Instead I just explained to him that the music is an experimental piece related to a text work and
that I am interested in moving through multiple moments of translation as a process that opens
beyond the logic of its system and produces new meaning. I told him I see each moment of this
process as an investigation of reading as a mode of re-writing. He asked me if I have a sound
reference to give him to guide his interpretation and I told him that the only reference I have to
this music is the computer generated playback of the score and to play the music however he
wants to. He replied quickly during our exchanges and sent me recorded music within just a few
days—.

His music barely resembles the mechanized version my computer plays.

Today, as I write this section, I am watching two flies buzz around hitting the window pane over
and over again. Occasionally they take a quick zoom around my head before resuming this dance
against the invisible barrier of the glass. The window is open, that’s how they got in after all, I
watch, waiting for them to find that opening again and fly back out.
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Figure 16
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